Timing of mutation-fixation events in ethyl methane sulfonate-treated Chinese hamster cells.
Exposure of single Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells to the mutagen, ethyl methane sulfonate, produces two types of mutant colonies lacking glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity: colonies uniformly deficient in enzyme activity, and mosaic colonies containing both mutant and nonmutant cell phenotypes in various relative proportions and sectored patterns (1/8, 1/4, 1/2). We find that the relative size of the mutant sector in these mosaic colonies primarily reflects the cell division at which the mutation was genetically fixed. Thus, the mutation-fixation event occurs before the first cell division in 1/2 sector and pure mutant colonies, between the first and second divisions for 1/4 sectors, and between the second and third divisions for 1/8 sectors. Delay in the formation of mutations could also explain the phenomenon of "mutation expression time" which is observed when drug resistance is used to select for mutants. Colony sectoring offers for the first time in mammalian cells the opportunity to observe an agent's effect on the timing of the mutational process.